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Abstract. A simple proof is given of the uniqueness theorem for the multidimensional inverse 
spectral problem. This problem consists in finding the potential from the set of the correspond- 
ing eigenvalues and the traces of normal derivatives of the eigenfunctions on the boundary. The 
proof is based on property C for SchGdinger operators. The smoothness assumption on 9(z) 
is weaker than in the earlier results: it is assumed that 9 E Lz(D). 
I. Introduction. 
Let D C R3 be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary I’, q(z) = m E L2(D), the 
bar stands for complex conjugate. 
Let 
e,d, := [-A + q(z)] d,, = X,,&(z) in D, (I) 
d* = 0 on T, ]I d, b(D)= 1. (2) 
The inverse spectral problem is: 
given ihe data {X,,,&N}~=~ find q(z). (3) 
Here I&N are the values of the normal derivative of 4, on T, N is the normal to T pointing 
out of D. This problem has been considered by several authors [l]-[4], [6]. In [l]-[2] it was 
assumed that q(r) E F(D). In [3]-[8] the case q E L2(D) is treated. 
In [l] the spectral data are different: {X,, (f, &)&N) for some f > 0 in D, f = e,f = 0 
on I’, g # 0 on T and it is assumed that q and Pq on r are known for ]a] < 2. Here a is 
a multiindex. Under these restrictions it is stated that the above spectral data determine q 
uniquely provided that q E C?(D), q = p, the bar stands for complex conjugate. In [2] it is 
assumed that q E Coo(D), q = 7, and it is proved that data (3) determine the Dirichle-to- 
Neumann map which determines q(z) uniquely. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map is the map 
u]r 4 UN/~, where u solves the equation e,u = 0 in D and it is assumed that zero is not an 
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator e, in D. In this note the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map is 
not used. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a simple and self-contained proof, based on the 
property C introduced in [4], of the following uniqueness theorem in which the smoothness 
assumptions on q(z) are reduced to q E L2(0). 
THEOREM 1. The data (3) determine q(z) E L’(D), q = 7, uniquely. 
In section II a proof of this theorem is given. In section III a generalization to the case 
of the Robin boundary condition is given: it is proved that both q(z) and the function in 
the boundary condition are uniquely determined by the spectral data (12); see Theorem 1’ 
in section III. 
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II. Proof. 
Let f E H*(r) b e an arbitrary function f $ 0. Assume for simplicity that 
An #O Vn. (4) 
If Xj = 0, then choose a constant m > 0 such that X, + m > 0, Vn. This is possible since, 
under the assumptions made about q(z), the operator e9 is bounded from below. Consider 
the problem 
Au-q(z)u = 0 in D, u = f on I’. (5) 
There are two steps in the proof. First we prove that the Fourier coefficients cj of the 
soIution to (5) are uniquely determined by the data (3). Secondly we prove that if q1 and 
q2 generate the same data (3), then q1 = q2. 
Step 1. The solution of (5) belongs to L*(O) and therefore can be written as 
U = 2 Cjdj(Z), Cj := (U,dj) (6) 
j=l 
because the set {4j} f orms an orthonormal basis of L*(O). Let us prove that the coefficients 
cj are uniquely determined by the data (3). In order to do this, multiply (5) by ~j, integrate 
over D, and use the Green formula to get 
o= J D (-AU + qu)&dz = - J r (UN-j - UsjN) ds + xj /DUTjdZ=lfqjNdS+AjCja 
Thus 
Cj = -A3’fj, fj Z= /, fJjNdS. (7) 
Therefore cj, 1 5 j < 00, are uniquely determined by the data (3). 
Step 2. Suppose ql and q2 generate the same data (3). Let us derive that q1 = 42. 
For any f, the solutions ur and u2 of (5), with q = q1 and q = q2 respectively, have 
representation (6) with dj = 4:” and dj = dj”’ and with cj” = cj*) = cj, where cj 
are defined in (7). This, formula (6) and the assumption 4:s = q%jz imply UrN = =42N. 
Therefore the function w := ur - u2 has zero Cauchy data on I’, w = WN = 0 on r. 
Subtract equation (5) for 712 from this equation for u1 to get 
elw := -Aw+qlw=& ci:=q2--ql, w:=uI-u2. (8) 
Multiply (8) by an arbitrary element 11 E &,(er) := (11 : elll, = 0 in D, $J E H*(D)} 
integrate by parts and use the conditions 
W=WN=O on r (9) 
to get 
0 = J D qU2w v?b E ND(h), VU2 E ND(e2> (10) 
where e2 := 1,,. The pair (e,, ,&) has property C, that is, the set {us$} Vu2 E ND(&), 
Vr,6 E ND(cr) is complete in L*(D) [4, p. 213, 2181. Thus <= 0 and q1 = 92. 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
REMARK 1: In [9], p. 16, an attempt is made to consider problem (3). As in (21, the 
author of [9] reduces problem (3) to the problem of finding q(c) from the Dirichlet-to- 
Neumann map. This problem has been studied in detail in several works (see [2] and [4] and 
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references therein). In [9], however, there is no proof and the argument given is formal and 
insufficient. In particular, the assumptions on the coefficient q(z) (u(z) in the notation of 
[9]) required for the validity of the uniqueness theorem for problem (3) are not formulated. 
The series (3.7) in [9], used in the argument, diverges. For example, if n = 2, q(z) = 0 and 
D = (0 < 21,~~ 5 7r} then (3.7) for 21 = yl = s is: 
O” c j: sin(j222) sin(jzy2) E -jf -jz ’ 
ilh=l 
This series diverges for 12 = y2 = 5, for instance. 
In [9], p. 16, it is claimed that any function O(z, y, E) with the properties O(t, s, E) = 
Q(s, t, E) = @(s,t, E) (*) is the kernel of the Dirichlet to Neumann map ulr + u,,lr for a 
certain operator L,. However, take cP(t, s, E) = 1, Vt,s E l?, E is fixed. Then @ sends any 
ulr = f into a constant u~lr = Jr Q(t, s, E)!(s)& = Jr fds = c = const. Assuming that 
zero is not an eigenvalue of the Neumann operator e9 in D, one obtains that the solution 
to the problem e,u = 0 in D, I+ = f is u = CUE, c = con&, where ul(z) is the unique 
solution to the problem LouI = 0 in D, UINIr = 1. Therefore, according to [9], there is an 
operator 1, for which the space of solutions of the Dirichlet problem in D with arbitrary 
boundary data f is one-dimensional. This is false for any q E L2(D). No assumptions on 
the coefficients q(z) are formulated in [9]. 
An inverse spectral problem with data different from (3) has been studied in [lo]. In [3]-[8] 
property C has been introduced and used systematically for a study of several open problems 
in inverse scattering with fixed-frequency data. In this short paper we have proved the 
uniqueness theorem for the data (3). In a similar way one can treat the boundary condition 
4 nN = 0 on r and the data {pn, &}, where pn are the eigenvalues of the Neumann operator 
e,. The case of the third boundary condition is treated in section III. 
III. A Generalization. 
Let us formulate the uniqueness theorem for the following problem: 
e,b = /Jnh in D, +nN +u(s)& = 0 on I’. (11) 
Here 0 5 Q E @(I’). Define the spectral data 
{/.wAalr+ n = LZ... (12) 
where p,, are counted according to their multiplicities and we assume that CL,, # 0, Vn. 
THEOREM 1’. Data (12) determine both q(z) and o(s) uniquely. 
The proof is similar to the given above. The first step is the same: it yields cj = 
~7~ sr fTjds for the solution to the problem e,u = 0 in D, UN -t u(s)U = f on r. The 
second step is similar to step 2 above. One derives equation (8) and the equations 
Ul = FCj+j'), U2 = gCj$j') 
j=l j=l 
(14) 
with the same cj for u1 and u2. By the assumption $$” = $J$” on I?, so w = 0 on I’. One 
multiplies (8) by + E No, integra_tes by parts, uses (13), and obtains 
J a~~~~b)~b~ = - J wti(~)~~(w, vtl, E wed, vu2 E we,). (15) D I- 
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Taking 
II, = exp(ia - t) [l + Rl(z, o)] , u2 = exp(iP. z> 11 + R2(z7 PII (16) 
where 
(Y,PEC~, a-a=P.P=O, a+P=pcR3, lal--,oo PI - 00, (17) 
II RI lbq~)- 0 as I4 - 00, II R2 lb=(o,- 0 as IPI - 00, (18) 
one obtains from (15): 
J f(z) exp(ip . z)dz = - J Z(s) exp(ip . s)ds Vp E R3. D r (19) 
The existence of the solutions ti E ND@,) and 212 E ND(&) with the properties (16)-(18) is 
established in [4], p. 222. Taking the inverse Fourier transform of (19) yields 
C(z) + i?(s)6r = 0 (20) 
where 6r is the delta-function supported on I’. Equation (20) implies i(z) = 0 and e(s) = 0. 
Thus q1 = q2 and ~1 = crz. Theorem 1’ is proved. 
REMARK 2: If Q(S) = 0 then the uniqueness theorem which says that the data (12) deter- 
mine q(z) uniquely can be proved exactly as Theorem 1. 
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